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Media Shuffle
text and  photos by  AdriAn Hoff

An artist’s technique progressions stir up her creativity.

“Was Hibiscus”
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r eviewing Lynda Smith Touart’s 
extensive “Selected Exhibi-
tions” list sparks one of those 

moments. “Where does the time go?” i 
wonder. i had not realized that nearly 
a decade had lapsed since i first was 
captivated by the native Mobilian’s 
work: some 50 pieces filling the East-
ern Shore Art Center’s main gallery. 
Vibrant acrylic paintings shared wall 
space with stark pen-and-ink draw-
ings. A seemingly odd mix, until its un-
derlying impetus is explained. 

From Acrylics 
to Pen and Ink

Before she discovered that covered 
palettes would extend her acrylics’ 
drying time, Touart found painting in 
spurts prohibitively expensive. Her 
fondness for fine detail, rendered in a 
stipple technique utilizing tiny brush-
es, further exacerbated her need for 
large, uninterrupted blocks of studio 
time. Plus, a work schedule that in-
cluded a twice daily commute across 
the Bay frequently precluded painting. 

Touart began drawing to satiate her 
artistic urge. She used a rapidograph 
technical pen, black ink and white 
paper to create images composed en-
tirely of tiny dots, and she continues 
the same technique with the same 
equipment today. Their illusory tonal 
range is based on the density or spar-
sity of those dots. dark areas must 
be filled in dot by dot – which can be 
done whenever she has a few minutes 
to spare. She settled comfortably into 
painting as time allowed and drawing 

“zinnias”
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ABOVE Lynda smith Touart, a Murphy High 
school graduate and former university of 
south alabama student, has worked in a va-
riety of media. The medical illustrator says, 
of her current love of colored pencils, “at first 
i had a lot of trouble, because i was afraid 
of smearing the work. now i have a leaning 
bridge that reminds me to keep my hand off 
it. When i’m done, i use a fixative.” 

when she couldn’t paint. Then, on her 
return to painting, Touart began work-
ing with highly diluted acrylics on 
paper, building color density slowly,  
layer by layer. 

On to Colored Pencil
no matter her media, Touart address-

es a wide range of subjects. All are fil-
tered through her well-defined, quirky 
way of interpreting the world around 
her. A fine example is the color draw-
ing, “Zinnias,” opposite, that she sub-
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mitted for the Watercolor and Graphic 
Arts Society’s January exhibit. 

“Everybody’s got paintings or draw-
ings of zinnias. This is a different way 
of looking at them,” she explains. 
“There are no flower heads. it’s all the 
stems and the reflections in a clear 
vase with water. reflections and re-
fraction of light are my main areas of 
interest.” Her medium of choice was 
wax-based color pencil.

“Colored pencil is similar to acrylic 
painting because i do really thin lay-
ers. i can gradually change the color, 
which gives it a deep richness. for 
example,” she continues, pointing to 
“Cacti o Myyy,” above, “i found that 
in colored pencil when i want black, 
i don’t just make it black. i use indigo 
blue and Tuscan red and probably a 
dark green. Then black.” 

Adjacent to the drawing’s black 
background area is what looks like 
thousands of individual white cactus 
spines. imagining all of the meticu-
lous, tedious, repetitive pencil strokes 
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behind them, i respond, “The one 
place that could have been simple, you 
make complicated.”

“There’s no reason not to,” she 
laughs. “i’m not in a hurry.” 

i’m wrong about the spines anyway. 
Touart rarely draws anything white.  
“i deboss with the pen before i do the 
colored pencil. Those areas are then 
left blank.” 

Touart places a piece of thin tracing 
paper atop the much thicker Stone-
henge paper she uses for pencil draw-
ings. Marks made on the top sheet pro-
duce corresponding indentations in 
the bottom sheet.

  “When i lightly come back in with 
colored pencil, it doesn’t go into the 
indentions. i get a void,” she contin-
ues. “So those spines aren’t actually 
drawn on the paper.”

Production time for such drawings 
is comparable to the time she would 
spend doing the same subject in acryl-
ics; she rarely completes one in less 
than a month. 

“cacTi O Myyy”
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Subjective Inspiration 
Touart generally works from photos 

– although the final piece often bears 
little resemblance to any single picture 
she shoots. She’ll take photographs 
that illustrate an idea, then decide 
what media it should be. 

in a colored pencil drawing, she 
says that “the lines come first and i 
draw them really light, so i don’t get 
confused about where i am. Usually 
i try to use whatever color it’s go-
ing to be in the end, if i know. Then 
i come back with whatever’s behind. 
With colored pencil, you can’t erase 
it, and unless you’re going really dark, 
you can’t cover it. So you do have to 
be really careful about how you pro-
ceed,” she continues. “With acrylic, 
if i got in trouble, i could change it 
more easily. The colors i use are very 
thin, so i would go over it with white 

first, and then come back with color  
as if painting on blank paper.”

So then, why change media? “Ev-
ery once in a while you really need to 
shake yourself up a little. i’m so wed-
ded to the way i work, the way i think, 
that it’s really hard for me to do that,” 
she responds. “in school, one of my in-
structors, Linda Schele, tried to turn 
me to abstract expressionism.  it didn’t 
stick. Still, i got a lot of insight from 
the experiment. it allowed me to think 
about the abstract elements of a paint-
ing or drawing more than i would have 
had i started with realism and stayed 
with it. Changing media has been like 
that too.”  

i respond that she may have added a 
new set of tools, but it doesn’t seem to 
have altered the way she sees and in-
terprets her subjects. “no,” she smiles. 
“it’s still me in there.”

ABOVE “say come, sago” is an acrylic painting that Touart created by building multiple layers 
of thin paint. The composition reflects her love of illustrating unique perspectives of subjects.




